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SUMMARY 

In this study a new protocol aimed at describing the 

kinematics of torque adapters and torsion cells used in 

prosthetics is proposed. The protocol takes advantage of a 

special support called “clamp-cluster”, that adapts to 

prosthetic pylons.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

A torque adapter (TA) is a 1 degree-of freedom (DoF) torsion 

spring, with adjustable stiffness (e.g. 4R85, Otto-Bock, DE). 

For transtibial amputees’ prostheses, one or more TAs can be 

included between the socket and the foot to reduce the 

torsional stresses at the stump-socket interface or to ease the 

execution of specific every-day life activities, such as turning 

while walking and housekeeping, or sports activities, like golf 

swing. A “Torsion Control Cell” (TCC - Ossur, IS) is an 

evolution of a torque adapter, thou with a reduced rotational 

range (<±20°), which functionally adds a damper to the 

torsion spring, for the absorption of longitudinal loads.  

How many TAs to include in the prosthesis, how stiff each one 

should be, whether to combine a TCC and a TA or not, remain 

questions of debate and answering a time-consuming activity 

in the standard practice: for CPOs it is, in fact, almost 

impossible to understand at “naked eye”, when each TA/TCC 

starts/stops turning and how much it is turning. This is 

particularly critical in professional golfing, as the actual 

timing and range of motion can influence the overall swing 

performance.  

Quantitative motion analysis can be of support to address 

these issues. However, at present none of the protocols 

available in the literature is: 1) reported with all the 

mathematical details required for its implementation [1,3] or,  

2) takes into account the a-priori knowledge about the DoFs of 

TA/TCC, required to ensure accurate measurements [2], or 3) 

it is suitable to analyze the behavior of a single TA or TCC in a 

series. The aim of this work was to describe such a missing 

protocol for transtibial amputees, following the guideline 

described in [4].  In what follows, the most generic case of a 

TCC will be considered.  

 

 

METHODS 

To describe the 1 DoF rotational movement of the TCC, it is 

necessary to associate two “functional coordinate systems”, 

FCS1 and FCS2, to the rigid bodies proximally and distally 

linked to the TCC, respectively. FCS1 and FCS2 must have 

the same orientation when no torsion is applied to the TCC, 

e.g. when the amputee is lifting the foot off the ground. 

Moreover, as from standard robotics conventions, the 

longitudinal axes (Y) of FCS1 and FCS2 must be parallel to 

the rotational axis of the TCC. The definition of FCS1 and 

FCS2 can then be completed considering a temporary axis 

Ztemp, in the direction that roughly runs through the medial and 

lateral screws (SWM, SWL) that fix either the proximal or 

distal prosthetic component to the TCC though the standard 

pyramid connector (Figure 1). The cross-product of Y and 

Ztemp gives the X axis and then the cross-product of Y and X 

provides the final Z axis.  

To describe the compression of the damper of the TCC, it is 

proposed to consider the distance between the origins of FCS1 

and FCS2, which lie along the common Y axis. The “zero” 

compression is defined when the amputee applies no load on 

the foot. 

Having defined FCS1 and FCS2 as above, the rotation of the 

TCC can be obtained by decomposing the relative orientation 

of FCS1 and FCS2 using the Euler convention YZX or YXZ. 

The first rotation should be along Y, as this is the preferential 

DoF of the TCC and since the first angle in the sequence is 

less affected by errors due to axes misalignment. Rotations 

about X and Z are expected to be null and therefore any 

deviation can be used as a measurement quality index. 

 

 
Figure 1: Example of prosthetic set-up with two TAs, with 

indication of the FCSs and marker-set. 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The modular concepts described in the Methods section were 

implemented into a measurement protocol considering an 

optoelectronic system with passive markers, and the common 

situations where one or two TAs or a single TCC are 

positioned between the socket and the foot. 

Following the CAST approach [5], a cluster of at least three 

markers has to be linked to each rigid body within the 

kinematic chain of the prosthesis, namely the socket, the pylon 

and the foot connector.   

In details, the socket cluster can be defined as in Figure 1; 

markers on TT and HF are placed on anatomical landmarks to 

ensure compatibility with the standard CAST protocol (for 

which the malleoli are placed on the fictitious malleoli of the 

foot cover). Marker L and M are diametrically opposed, and 

are placed over the pyramid connector’s screws or just above 

them. M is calibrated with respect to the other markers 

through a static trial and then removed for the dynamic trials.   

For the pylon, it is proposed to use four markers lying over a 

single plane perpendicular to the pylon with the medial and 

lateral markers just under SWL and SWM. Preferably, this 

should be realized with the “clamp-cluster” that we 

specifically designed to be fixed around standard prosthetic 

pylons with pins D and B just under SWL and SWM (Figure 

2). Over the four pins, it is possible to securely glue four 1.4 

mm markers. The cluster allows to keep markers wide apart 

thus minimizing measurement errors and it is asymmetric to 

allow automatic labeling by the optoelectronic system. 

 

 
Figure 2: “clamp-cluster” for the pylon. 

 

Finally, in the case of two TAs, a third cluster has to be fixed 

just proximal to the foot, on the TA’s part which is rigidly 

connected to the foot. Since the space is generally limited, the 

use of a “clamp-cluster” is difficult, and thus markers should 

be place on the part, just over the screws of the pyramid 

connector. The posterior marker (G) should have a longer pin, 

to have a sufficient asymmetry to allow automatic labeling.  

For each cluster, a technical frame can be defined as reported 

in [4]. 

The FCS for the pylon is defined as in Table 1. This FCS is 

then linked to the socket and proximal-foot clusters technical 

frames using a static calibration trial, in which the amputee 

keeps the foot off the ground, as mathematically reported in 

Table 1.  The decomposition of the relative orientation of the 

FCSs provides the kinematics of the kinematic chain as 

described in the Methods section. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The protocol described in this study allows to standardize the 

measurement of one or more TAs or TCCs, easing inter-studies 

comparisons. It was designed to take into account all the a-

priori knowledge of the kinematic chain. The use of the 

“clamp-cluster” allows to minimize measurement errors and 

ease the optoelectronic post-processing. The protocol has been 

successfully applied to the analysis of the Ossur Ceterus Foot 

[6] and to the optimization of golf prosthesis [7]. 
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Table 1: Definition of the FCSs. 
seg2

Rseg1 is the rotation matrix from segment seg1 to segment seg2, while 
G
Rseg1 is the rotation 

matrix from segment seg1 to the global reference frame. R is a rotation matrix calculated in a static trial in which the amputee 

keeps the foot off the ground. 

Segment 
Name of the technical frame orientation 

matrix 

Functional Coordinate 

Systems (FCS) 

Socket 
Origin: (L+M)/2

 

G
RS(t) (see [4] for definition) 

S
RP = (

G
RS)

T
 • 

G
RP

 

G
RS-FCS (t) = 

G
RS(t) • 

S
RP

 

Pylon 
G
RP(t) 

Origin: (B + D) / 2 

Z = (D – B) / ║•║ 
Xt = (A – C) / ║•║ 

Y = Z Λ Xt / ║•║ 
X = Y Λ Z / ║•║ 

G
RP-FCS (t) = 

G
RP(t) 

Foot connector 
Origin: (F+H)/2

 

G
RF (t) (see [4] for definition) 

F
RP = (

G
RF)

T
 • 

G
RP 

G
RF-FCS (t) = 

G
RF(t) • 

F
RP 




